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          Genuine & vegan leather 
1 - 12 cards
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          Aluminum - Carbon - 18K Gold 
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          Leather - Aluminum - Carbon 
 1 - 12 cards.
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          The pack for on and 
 off the grid.
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          Modular 2-in-1 travel bag that converts from backpack to duffle.
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essentials
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next getaway
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            for laptops and tablets
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            makes any item unlosable
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          Glossy metal money clip,
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simultaneously
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                            Parliament Wallets

                          
                          
                            Our flagship leather smart wallets, perfect for slim storage andÂ quick card access.
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                            Senate Cardholders

                          
                          
                            Slim cardholders built forÂ quick access, available in aluminum, carbon fiber, leather, and 18K Gold.
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                            Airtag Wallets

                          
                          
                            Our classic wallets and cardholders with a custom silicon pocket for the Apple AirTag.
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                            Bifold Wallets

                          
                          
                            The bifold reinvented with a removable magnetic cardholder, holds 1-12 cards.
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                            We're making space. Grab these classics before they're gone.
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                            Grid Backpack

                          
                          
                            A weatherproof pack for urban and outdoor adventures.12L volume, fits 16" laptops.
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                            Grid Duffel Backpack

                          
                          
                            Modular 2-in-1 travel bag that converts from backpack to duffle in a flash. 43L volume.
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                            Camera Cube

                          
                          
                            Customizable weatherproof camera bag. Fits most cameras. 4.6L.
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                            Tech Case

                          
                          
                            Organization system for small tech. Padded and water-resistant.
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                            Weekender

                          
                          
                            Limited edition, rip-resistant Weekender with Italian Vachetta leather accents.
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                            Tracker Card

                          
                          
                            Credit card sized tracker that helps you locate your lost items using your phone.
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                            Key Case

                          
                          
                            Compact key organizer that keeps your keys secure and easy to access. 1-8 keys.
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                            Key Tracker

                          
                          
                            Small tracking device with a built-in LED light, designed to keep track of your keys.
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                            Fast-charges 3 devices simultaneously. USB & USB-C.
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                The #1 rated smart wallet in the world. Stop
 fumbling for cards and never lose your valuables 
again. Try it risk-free for 100 days.
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WATER-RESISTANT &
UPCYCLED MATERIALS

PET bottles â†’ water resistant polyester yarn.
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    Use the left and right arrow keys to navigate through the carousel.
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            wallets
          
        
        
          
            Wallets and cardholders
built for life on the go
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            NEW: DUFFEL BACKPACK
          
        
        
          
            A new era of travel gear has landed.
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            Accessories
          
        
        
          
            Trackers and key organizers built to save you time
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            BAGS & CASES
          
        
        
          
            Premium gear that protects your devices on the go
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            NEW RELEASES
          
        
        
          
            Shop the latest additions to our collection.
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            BESTSELLERS
          
        
        
          
            Our most popular styles, chosen by you
          

        
      

    
  



          

        

      

    

  







  





  
    
    

    
      
        	
            

              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        WE CREATE BETTER GEAR
                      

                    
                    
                      
                        FOR LIFE ON THE GO
                      

                    
                    
                      
                        We aim to leave the biggest impact on how you move through the world with the smallest impact on the world itself.
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                        B CORP CERTIFIED
                      

                    
                    
                      
                        OUR ROAD TO SUSTAINABILITY
                      

                    
                    
                      
                        We can no longer ignore the climate crisis ravaging our planet. As a B corp, we are using our platform to help set the standards for environmentally-friendly business practices and push the industry forward as a whole.
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                        YOUR PERFECT MATCH
                      

                    
                    
                      
                        WHICH ONE IS FOR YOU?
                      

                    
                    
                      
                        Find your match in 7 questions.
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              SPRING SALE SPECIAL
            

          
          
            
              TOOL CARD BUNDLE
            

          
          

                Sale price
              
              
                $127
              
              
                
                  Regular price
                
                
                  $182
                
              

              
                30% Off
              

            
            
            
              
                	
                          1x Ekster Wallet
                        
	
                          1x Tool Card ($49 value)
                        
	
                          1x Cash Clip
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                  "Never misplace your wallet again with Eksterâ€™s latest collection"

                

              
            
	
              
                
                  

      
        
      
      
    
                

              
              
                
                  "The traditional leather wallet hadn't changed for decades. Ekster became the 
 first brand to challenge that."

                

              
            
	
              
                
                  

      
        
      
      
    
                

              
              
                
                  â€œThis is one awesome wallet you wonâ€™t want to loseâ€�

                

              
            
	
              
                
                  









The words "Business Insider".





                
              
              
                
                  "The best wallet for most people is the Ekster"

                

              
            
      
    
  











  
    
      
        
        
        
        
        
      

      
        Based on 34740 reviews
      

    

  


          
  Your Aluminum Cardholder is Great!
 Since we have bought alot of them, that tells the tale of the tape! We love 

them for us & great as Gifts.

 
 
   sally G. 
  04/03/2024 
 
    Aluminum Cardholder 
  
    
  Tracker Card
 Great little addition to my wallet would recommend it

 
 
   Kevin A. 
  04/03/2024 
 
    Tracker Card 
  
    
  Why did I wait so long?
 Amazing! The leather feels and looks great. It holds everything I need it to in a slim, compact package. It took a little time to get used to not having a fat billfold in my pocket, but there's no looking back now!

 
 
   Bobby G. 
  04/01/2024 
 
    Parliament Wallet 
  
    
  Amazing
 Super premium. Really love the quality and the color. Had my engraved and it turned out excellent. Fast shipping time as well.

 
 
   Mike J. 
  03/26/2024 
 
    Aluminum Cardholder 
  
    
  Durable and Reliable
 The Aluminum cardholder does everything you need it to do while maintaining a minimalist approach to carrying cards and cash!

 
 
   J.E. 
  03/25/2024 
 
    Aluminum Cardholder 
  
    
  This Cardholder Works
 The new Carbon Fiber Cardholder works like magic.  It holds a good number of cards, which can be accessed by pushing a knob on the phone.  It is slim and fits i into my pocket.  It protects my credit cards and keeps them separate from my billfold.

 
 
   Reade R.J. 
  03/16/2024 
 
    Carbon Fiber Cardholder 
  
    
  Small (big) space miracleðŸ¤©
 Despite its compact design, there is plenty of space for everything you need for everyday use, vacations, etc. The quality is typical of EKSTER and the Tech Case has the same look and feel as the practical backpack. I now own almost all types of EKSTER products and am completely delighted.

 
 
   Chris G. 
  03/01/2024 
 
    Tech Case 
  
    
  Does the job
 No issues, quality looks like it is built to last a decade.

 
 
   Matthew B. 
  02/28/2024 
 
    Cardholder for AirTag 
  
    
  5 Star
 Really like the reduction in size from former wallets I used to carry. Also to be able to pop up all your credit cards, like a file cabinet, is my favorite part about this wallet.

 
 
   Anonymous 
  02/28/2024 
 
    Parliament Wallet 
  
    
  Best Wallet Iâ€™ve Ever Owned
 High quality materials, perfect size and very functional. This wallet is the best one Iâ€™ve ever owned!

 
 
   Dave B. 
  02/18/2024 
 
    Wallet for AirTag 
  
    
  Leather Cardholder - Steel Blue
 I ordered the Leather Cardholder. Had it for a few weeks now and works just fine with the 7 Cards and Cash that i need to carry around. I do find it a little long as my previous Amazon "Card Eject" wallet mechanism was on the Side of the Card holder. No big deal though as its butter smooth on the eject of cards EVERY time! Very Classy and very MInimalistic.  No issue with this wallet at all!

 
 
   Anonymous 
  02/18/2024 
 
    Leather Cardholder 
  
    
  Great card holder
 Well made, sterdy and light. Perfect fit in the pocket.

 
 
   Yves S. 
  02/17/2024 
 
    Carbon Fiber Cardholder 
  
    
  The (for me) perfect card holder :-)
 Small, compact, lightweight and all this in top quality. I find it even more convincing than the aluminum version - although I also like this one very much.


All the EKSTER products I have used so far (cardholder, backpack, toolcard and more) have completely convinced me and customer service also responds quickly and appropriately.


Always happy to return!!! ;-)

 
 
   Chris G. 
  02/15/2024 
 
    Carbon Fiber Cardholder 
  
    
  Best of the Best!
 I looked at all other brands, and options, and found the Ekster to be the best option, I LOVE the Wallet.

 
 
   Jason B. 
  02/14/2024 
 
    Carbon Fiber Cardholder 
  
    
  No room for cash
 Good quality of leather but otherwise very difficult to carry more than 5 bills before it wonâ€™t close plus pulling out cash is difficult. Also plastic button for cards is somewhat cheap

 
 
   JamiE P. 
  02/09/2024 
 
    Parliament Wallet 
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